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The homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra of Hochschild cochains of a
regular algebra is formal
Vasiliy Dolgushev, Dmitry Tamarkin, and Boris Tsygan

Abstract. The solution of Deligne’s conjecture on Hochschild cochains and the formality of
the operad of little disks provide us with a natural homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra structure on
the Hochschild cochains of an associative algebra. In this paper we construct a natural chain
of quasi-isomorphisms of homotopy Gerstenhaber algebras between the Hochschild cochain

complex C .A/ of a regular commutative algebra A over a field K of characteristic zero and
the Gerstenhaber algebra of multiderivations of A. Unlike the original approach of the second
author based on the computation of obstructions our method allows us to avoid the bulky
Gelfand–Fuchs trick and prove the formality of the homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra structure
on the sheaf of polydifferential operators on a smooth algebraic variety, a complex manifold,
and a smooth real manifold.
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1. Introduction
Various proofs of Deligne’s Hochschild cohomological conjecture [21], [23], [26]
[30] by J. E. McClure, J. H. Smith, M. Kontsevich, Y. Soibelman, A. Voronov and the

second author show that the complex C .A/ of Hochschild cochains of an associative algebra A is equipped with a remarkable structure of a homotopy Gerstenhaber
algebra. The homotopy Lie part of this structure coincides with the DGLA structure
provided by the Gerstenhaber bracket [10] and the corresponding commutative (up to
homotopy) product is cohomologous to the cup product.
If A is the algebra of polynomials KŒx1 ; : : : ; xn  over the field K of characteristic
zero then it is not hard to prove formality of the homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra

C .A/ by explicitly computing the obstructions [16], [26].
In paper [14] G. Halbout showed that the structure maps of a G1 quasi-isomorphism for the Hochschild cochains of the algebra RŒŒx1 ; : : : ; xn  can be made
relative to the Lie subalgebra gln  Der.RŒŒx1 ; : : : ; xn /. This result suggests that
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the Gelfand–Fuchs trick [4], [6], [8], [9], [28], [32] could be applied to globalization
of the G1 quasi-isomorphism.
In this article we construct a natural chain of quasi-isomorphisms of homotopy Gerstenhaber algebras between the Hochschild cochain complex of a regular commutative
algebra A and the Gerstenhaber algebra of multiderivations of A. An important advantage of this approach in comparison to the original proof [16] and [26] of the second
author is that we propose an explicit construction of a chain of quasi-isomorphisms,
while in [16] and [26] only the existence of the desired chain is proved. This approach
allows us to avoid the bulky Gelfand–Fuchs trick and prove the formality of the homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra structure on the sheaf of polydifferential operators on
a smooth algebraic variety, a complex manifold, and a smooth real manifold.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the introductory section we explain
notation and recall basic facts about (co)algebras and (co)operads. In the second
section we discuss properties of the homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra structure on the
Hochschild cochain complex induced by the action [23] of the singular chains of the
operad of little squares. In Section 3 we prove the main result of this paper, Theorem 4,
and in Section 4 we give obvious generalizations of this theorem. In the concluding
section we discuss open questions and further possible applications of our results.
Acknowledgment. We are thankful to G. Halbout and M. Markl for discussions.
D. T. and B. T. are supported by NSF grants. D. T. is also supported by the research
fellowship of A. P. Sloan. The work of V. D. is partially supported the grant CRDF
RM1-2545-MO-03 and the Grant for Support of Scientific Schools NSh-8065.2006.2.
1.1. Notation. Our underlying symmetric monoidal categories are the category of
graded vector spaces and the category of chain complexes. Objects of these categories
we sometimes loosely call “spaces”. By suspension †V of a space V we mean " ˝ V ,
where " is a one-dimensional vector space placed in degree C1. The underlying field
K has characteristic zero.
For an operad O we denote by AlgO the category of algebras over the operad O.
Dually, for a cooperad C we denote by CoalgC the category of nilpotent1 coalgebras
over the cooperad C . By corestriction we mean the canonical map
uV W FC .V / ! V

(1.1)

from the cofree coalgebra FC .V / to the space of its cogenerators V . Ho.O/ is reserved
for the operad of homotopy O-algebras.
For a quadratic operad O we will denote by O _ the Koszul dual cooperad [7], [13].
Bar.O/ will denote the bar construction of the (augmented) operad O, and Cobar.C/
will denote the cobar construction of the (coaugmented) cooperad C. For an operad
O (resp. cooperad C ) and a space V we denote by FO .V / (resp. by FC .V /) the free
1
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algebra (resp. cofree coalgebra) over the operad O (resp. cooperad C). We will use
the following list of (co)operads:


assoc (resp. coassoc) is the operad of associative algebras without unit (resp. the
cooperad of coassociative algebras without counit).



lie (resp. colie) is the operad of Lie algebras (resp. the cooperad of Lie coalgebras).



comm (resp. cocomm) is the operad of commutative (associative) algebras
(resp. the operad of cocommutative coassociative coalgebras).



e2 denotes the operad of Gerstenhaber algebras.



Braces denotes the operad of braces [11], [18]. The definition of this operad is
given2 in paper [23] by J. E. McClure and J. H. Smith. In their paper it is denoted
by H .



lieC (resp. colieC ) denotes the 2-colored operad of pairs “Lie algebra C its
module” (resp. the 2-colored cooperad of pairs “Lie coalgebra C its comodule”).



commC (resp. cocommC ) denotes the 2-colored operad of pairs “commutative
algebra C its module” (resp. the 2-colored cooperad of pairs “cocommutative
coalgebra C its comodule”).

By “suspension” of a (co)operad O we mean the (co)operad ƒ.O/ whose m-th
space is
ƒ.O/.m/ D †1m O.m/ ˝ sgnm ;

(1.2)

where sgnm is the sign representation of the symmetric group Sm .
For a commutative algebra B and a B-module V we denote by SB .V/ the symm
metric algebra of V over B. SB
.V/ stands for the m-th component of this algebra.
If B D K then B is omitted from the notation.
For an associative algebra A
C .A/ D Hom.A˝ ; A/




denotes the normalized Hochschild cochain complex. Œ ; G and  denote the Gersten
haber bracket and the cup product in C .A/, respectively.
1.2. Preliminaries. In this section we recall some basic facts about (co)algebras and
(co)operads we will use in the paper.
2
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1.2.1. Koszul (co)operads and their (co)algebras. Let us recall [13] that a quadratic
operad O is Koszul if the canonical map
Cobar.O _ / ! O

(1.3)

is a quasi-isomorphism.
For any coaugmented cooperad C the operad Cobar.C/ is obviously cofibrant [15].
Thus, as well as Koszul algebras [25], Koszul operads [13] admit simpler cofibrant
resolutions.
This observation motivates the following definition:
Definition 1. For a Koszul operad O the operad Cobar.O _ / can be viewed as an
operad Ho.O/ of homotopy O-algebras.
Let us also recall that for any coaugmented cooperad C the algebras over the
operad Cobar.C / have the following explicit description due to [12]:
Proposition 1 (Proposition 2.15, [12]). Let C be a coaugmented cooperad and let V
be a space. There is a natural bijection between the degree 1 codifferentials on the
cofree coalgebra FC .V / and the Cobar.C/-algebra structures on V .
Furthermore, one can describe coderivations of a cofree coalgebra.
Proposition 2 (Proposition 2.14 [12]). Let C be a cooperad and let Coder.FC .V //
denote the Lie algebra of coderivations of the cofree coalgebra FC .V /. Then the
composition with the corestriction uV W FC .V / ! V induces an isomorphism
Coder.FC .V // Š Hom.FC .V /; V /

(1.4)

of the graded vector space of coderivations of the cofree coalgebra FC .V / with the
graded vector space Hom.FC .V /; V /.
In view of Definition 1, Proposition 1 implies the following.
Corollary 1. For a Koszul operad O and a space V there is a natural bijection
between the Ho.O/-algebra structures on V and degree 1 codifferentials on the cofree
coalgebra FO _ .V /.
The above corollary motivates the definition of homotopy morphisms between
Ho.O/-algebras for a Koszul operad O:
Definition 2. A homotopy morphism F from a Ho.O/-algebra V1 to a Ho.O/-algebra
V2 is a morphism of the DG coalgebras
F W .FO _ .V1 /; dV1 / ! .FO _ .V2 /; dV2 /;

(1.5)
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where dV1 and dV2 are codifferentials corresponding to the Ho.O/-algebra structures
on V1 and V2 , respectively.
We reserve the following notation for such morphisms
F W V1  V2 :

(1.6)

Let u and  be, respectively, the corestriction (1.1) and the coaugmentation of the
cooperad O _ . Similarly to Proposition 2 one can show that every morphism of cofree
coalgebras
F W FO _ .V1 / ! FO _ .V2 /
is uniquely determined by its composition with the corestriction
uV2 W FO _ .V2 / ! V2 :
In what follows we call the components
Fn D uV2 B F jO _ .n/˝

˝n
Sn V1

O _ .n/ ˝Sn V1˝ n ! V2

(1.7)

of the composition uV2 B F the structure maps of the homotopy morphism F (1.5).
Using Definition 2 it is not hard to show that the first structure map (1.7) of (1.5)
F1 D uV2 B F B  W V1 ! V2

(1.8)

is always a morphism of the corresponding complexes. This observation motivates
the following definition:
Definition 3. Let O be a Koszul operad. A quasi-isomorphism between Ho.O/algebras V1 and V2 is a homotopy morphism (1.5) whose first structure map (1.8) is
a quasi-isomorphism of complexes.
We will often have to deal with (co)free (co)algebras over a suspended (co)operad.
The following easy fact will be very useful:
FƒO .V / D † FO .†1 V /:

(1.9)

Equation (1.9) holds both for operads and cooperads.
Let O be an augmented operad and let O _ be its Koszul dual cooperad. Then
according to [12] we have
Theorem 1 (Theorem 2.25, [12]). There is an adjunction
O W CoalgO _ • AlgO W BO _

(1.10)
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between the category CoalgO _ of nilpotent O _ -coalgebras and the category AlgO of
O-algebras. If O is Koszul the counit
O W O .BO _ .A// ! A

(1.11)

"O _ W C ! BO _ .O .C //

(1.12)

and the unit
of this adjunction are quasi-isomorphisms.
Remark 1. Notice that if A is an O-algebra, then as a coalgebra BO _ .A/ is just the
cofree coalgebra FO _ .A/ cogenerated by A. Dually, if C is a O _ -coalgebra then as
an algebra O .C / is FO .C /. Thus the algebra structure on A (resp. the coalgebra
structure on C ) contributes only to the codifferential on BO _ .A/ (resp. differential
on O .C /).
Remark 2. An obvious analogue of Theorem 1 can be proved for colored operads.
The counit (1.11) and the unit (1.12) of the adjunction (1.10) admit simple explicit
descriptions.3 To describe the map O (1.11) we notice that it is a map of O-algebras
from a free O-algebra. Hence, O is uniquely determined by its restriction to the
space of generators. Using the definition of the functors O and BO _ [12] it is not
hard to see that
O jBO_ .A/ D uA ;
(1.13)
where uA is the corestriction
uA W FO _ .A/ ! A:
Similarly, the map "O _ being a map to a cofree O _ -coalgebra is uniquely determined
by its composition uFO .C / B "O _ with the corestriction
uFO .C / W FO _ .FO .C // ! FO .C /
onto cogenerators.
Again, using the definition of the functors O and BO _ [12] one can show that
uFO .C / B "O _ D ;
where  is the embedding of generators to the free algebra:
 W C ! FO .C /:
3

See Sections 2.3 and 2.4 in [12].

(1.14)
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Let us now prove that if O is a Koszul operad then for every Ho.O/-algebra V
one can construct a DG O-algebra which is quasi-isomorphic4 to the initial Ho.O/algebra V .
To construct this algebra we first notice that, due to corollary 1, a Ho.O/-algebra V
corresponds to a degree 1 codifferential D of the cofree O _ -coalgebra FO _ .V /. Thus
a Ho.O/-algebra V gives us the DG O _ -coalgebra
.FO _ .V /; D/:
Applying Theorem 1 to the above coalgebra we get the following morphism of
DG coalgebras
V D "O _ W .FO _ .V /; D/ ! BO _ .O .FO _ .V /; D//:

(1.15)

Definition 2 allows us to treat (1.15) as a homotopy morphism from V to
O .FO _ .V /; D/. The following proposition shows that this homotopy morphism
is a quasi-isomorphism in the sense of Definition 3.
Proposition 3. Let O be a Koszul operad and D be a codifferential on the cofree
O _ -coalgebra FO _ .V / defining a Ho.O/-algebra structure on a space V . Then the
homotopy morphism V ,
V W V  O .FO _ .V /; D/;

(1.16)

corresponding to the map (1.15) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. Let, as above, u and  denote, respectively, the corestriction (1.1) and the
coaugmentation of the cooperad O _ .
According to Definition 3 we have to prove that the composition
V1 D u B V B  W V ! O .FO _ .V /; D/
is a quasi-isomorphism of the corresponding complexes, where the differential on V
is the composition
(1.17)
D1 D u B D B :
Due to equation (1.14) the composition u B V is simply the embedding
FO _ .V / ,! FO .FO _ .V //
of the space FO _ .V / of generators to the free O-algebra FO .FO _ .V //. Hence, V1
coincides with the embedding of V into O .FO _ .V /; D/. In particular, the graded
vector space V with the differential D1 (1.17) is a subcomplex of O .FO _ .V /; D/.
4

An analogous construction in topology is called rectification [1].
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It remains to prove that the quotient complex of the complex O .FO _ .V /; D/
by the subcomplex .V; D1 / is acyclic. Using the filtration corresponding to the total degree of the space FO _ .V / it is not hard to reduce the latter question to the
computation of the homology groups of the cofree O _ -coalgebra FO _ .V /. Then the
desired statement follows easily from the criterion of Ginzburg and Kapranov [13]
(Theorem 4:2:5) and the koszulity of the operad O.
1.2.2. Operads lie, comm, e2 , et cetera. Let us recall the following well-known
facts.
Proposition 4 (V. Ginzburg and M. Kapranov, [13]). The operads lie and comm are
Koszul. We have
lie_ D ƒ.cocomm/;

comm_ D ƒ.colie/:

(1.18)

Proposition 5 (E. Getzler and J. D. S. Jones, [12]). The operad e2 is Koszul.
Remark. In [12] E. Getzler and J. D. S. Jones proved koszulity for wider class of
operads which includes the operad e2 of Gerstenhaber algebras. In fact, using the
Ginzburg–Kapranov criterion of koszulity (see [13], Theorem 4.2.5) it is not hard to
prove Proposition 5. This proof can be found in [16] (see Subsection 5.4.6).
A simple computation shows that coalgebras over e2 _ are equipped with a cocommutative coassociative coproduct of degree 2 and a Lie cobracket of degree 1,
satisfying the Leibniz rule. Thus
Fe2 _ .V / D †2 Fcocomm .†1 Fcolie .†1 V //;

(1.19)

and due to Corollary 1 and Proposition 5 the homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra structures
on a space V are in a one-to-one correspondence with the degree 1 codifferentials of
the coalgebra (1.19).
Let .V; Œ ; V ; V / be a Gerstenhaber algebra with the bracket Œ ; V and the
product V . Using the fact that V is both a commutative algebra and a ƒlie-algebra
one can split the construction of the DG e2 _ -coalgebra Be2 _ .V / into two steps.
In the first step we upgrade the DG ƒcolie-coalgebra Bƒcolie .V; V / to a DG
Lie bialgebra (with the existing cobracket of degree 1 a Lie bracket Œ ;  of degree 1)
using the bracket Œ ; V on V . The bracket Œ ;  on Bƒcolie .V; V / is uniquely determined
by the formula
uV .ŒX; Y / D ŒuV .X/; uV .Y /V ;

X; Y 2 Bƒcolie .V; V /

(1.20)

and the compatibility condition with the existing cobracket. Here, as above, uV
denotes the corestriction uV W Bƒcolie .V / ! V on the space V of cogenerators. The
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resulting bracket Œ ;  is compatible with the codifferential on Bƒcolie .V; V / due to the
Leibniz rule for the bracket Œ ; V on V .
In the second step we now apply the functor Bƒ2 cocomm to the Lie bialgebra
Bƒcolie .V; V /, regarding this Lie bialgebra as a DG ƒlie-algebra, and so obtain a
DG ƒ2 cocomm-coalgebra
C D Bƒ2 cocomm Bƒcolie .V; V /:
(1.21)
Then extending in the similar way the Lie cobracket from Bƒcolie .V; V / to C using
the compatibility with the coproduct on C we get the desired DG e2 _ -coalgebra
Be2 _ .V / D Bƒ2 cocomm Bƒcolie .V; V /:

(1.22)

The compatibility of the resulting cobracket on C (1.21) with the codifferential follows
from the compatibility of the cobracket and the bracket on Bƒcolie .V; V /.
The above construction of the DG e2 _ -coalgebra (1.22) shows that the functors
Bƒcolie and Bƒ2 cocomm can be extended to functors

and

0
W Alge2 ! Bialg
Bƒcolie

(1.23)

0
Bƒ
2 cocomm W Bialg ! Coalge2 _ ;

(1.24)

where Bialg is the category of DG Lie bialgebras with the bracket of degree 1 and
the nilpotent cobracket of degree 1. The composition of these two functors gives us
the functor Be2 _
0
0
Be2 _ D Bƒ
(1.25)
2 cocomm B Bƒcolie :
In what follows we will omit the prime in the notations of the functors (1.23) and (1.24).
It is also clear from (1.19) that there are canonical maps of operads:
Ho.ƒ.lie// ! Ho.e2 /;

Ho.comm/ ! Ho.e2 /:

(1.26)

We use the following realization of the cofree Lie coalgebra
Fcolie .V / D Fcoassoc .V / = Fcoassoc .V / sh Fcoassoc .V /;

(1.27)

where sh denotes the shuffle product
ha1 ; a2 ; : : : ; ap i sh hapC1 ; apC2 ; : : : ; apCq i
X
ha"1 .1/ ; a"1 .2/ ; : : : ; a"1 .pCq/ i;
D

ai 2 V:

(1.28)

"2Sh.p;q/

Here Sh.p; q/ is the set of .p; q/-shuffles.
Let us conclude this section with the following statement.
Proposition 6. The operad commC of pairs “commutative algebra C its module” is
Koszul.
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Proof. It is not hard to see that
.commC /_ D ƒcolieC :

(1.29)

Hence, due to a proper version of Ginzburg–Kapranov criterion (Theorem 4.2.5 in
[13]) it suffices to show that Harrison homology groups of the free commutative
algebra with trivial coefficients and with coefficients in itself are concentrated in the
lowest degrees. Due to the realization (1.27) the latter question reduces to a simple
computation with Hochschild chain complexes of the free commutative algebra.

2. The Ho.e2 /-algebra structure on the Hochschild complex
It follows from the result of [23] and the formality of the operad of little squares [27]
that we have a quasi-isomorphism

Ho.e2 / 
! Braces

(2.1)

from the operad Ho.e2 / of homotopy Gerstenhaber algebras to the operad of braces
Braces.

This result implies that the normalized Hochschild complex C .A/ of any associative algebra A is naturally a Ho.e2 /-algebra. In what follows we say the Ho.e2 /
algebra structure on C .A/ referring to the structure provided by the map (2.1). In
this section we discuss properties of this Ho.e2 /-algebra.

The first remarkable property of the homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra C .A/ can
be formulated as


Theorem 2 ([26]). The Ho.ƒ.lie//-algebra structure on C .A/ induced by the first
map in (1.26) coincides with the DG ƒ.lie/-algebra structure given by the Hochschild
differential and the Gerstenhaber bracket.
Proof. If O is a Koszul operad then so is ƒO and ƒ1 O. Furthermore, it is easy
to see that the suspension commutes with the operation of taking the Koszul dual
(co)operad:
.ƒ.O//_ D .ƒ.O/_ /:


Thus the Ho.ƒ.lie//-algebra structure on C .A/ is determined by a degree 1 map




Q W Fƒ2 cocomm .C .A// ! C .A/
or, in other words, by an infinite collection of maps
Qm W S m .C .A// ! C .A/


of degree 3  2m.
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To prove the theorem we need to show that
Qm D 0;
and

m>2

Q2 .P1 ; P2 / D ./jP1 j ŒP1 ; P2 G

(2.2)


for all Pi 2 C .A/;

(2.3)

where Œ ; G is the Gerstenhaber bracket [10].
To prove (2.2) we notice that the lowest degree m-ary operation we can get by
combining the braces and the cup product is
.P1 ; : : : ; Pm / ! Pi fP1 ; : : : ; Pyi ; : : : ; Pm g;

(2.4)



where i runs from 1 to m and Pi 2 C .A/.
It is easy to see that the degree of the operation (2.4) is 1  m. Thus if m > 2
then the degree of Qm is lower than the degree that can be obtained by combining the
braces and the cup-product. Hence for any m > 2, Qm D 0.

Since on the cohomology space HH .A/ both Ho.e2 /-algebras induce the same

graded Lie algebra structure we conclude that for any pair P1 ; P2 2 C .A/
Q2 .P1 ; P2 / D ./jP1 j ŒP1 ; P2 G C @‰.P1 ; P2 /  ‰.@P1 ; P2 /  ./jP1 j ‰.P1 ; @P2 /;
(2.5)
where @ is the Hochschild coboundary operator and






‰ W C .A/ ˝ C .A/ ! C .A/
is a map of degree 2 expressed in terms of braces and the cup-product.
Using the braces and the cup-product it is impossible to get a binary operation of
degree 2. This observation implies equation (2.3) and concludes the proof.


Due to Corollary 1 and Proposition 5 the Ho.e2 /-algebra on C .A/ is encoded by
a degree 1 codifferential




M W Fe2 _ .C .A// ! Fe2 _ .C .A//

(2.6)

of the cofree e2 _ -coalgebra Fe2 _ .C .A// cogenerated by C .A/.
Due to Proposition 2, M is uniquely determined by the composition uC  .A/ B M
with the corestriction








uC  .A/ W Fe2 _ .C .A// ! C .A/:

(2.7)

We denote this composition uC  .A/ B M by m,
m D uC  .A/ B M W †2 Fcocomm .†1 Fcolie .†1 C .A/// ! C .A/:


Like (2.6) the map (2.8) is of degree 1.



(2.8)
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From now on we will assume that A is a regular commutative algebra. Let Der.A/
denote the Lie algebra of derivations of A and let




V .A/ D SA .† Der.A//:

(2.9)

be the Gerstenhaber algebra of polyvectors on Spec.A/.
It is well known [17] that the natural embedding




V .A/ ! C .A/

(2.10)



is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes where V .A/ is viewed as a complex with

the vanishing differential. In other words, V .A/ is the cohomology space of the

Hochschild cochain complex .C .A/; @/. In [17] (see Theorem 5.2) it was shown that

the product induced on the cohomology space V .A/ coincides with natural product
on (2.9). Furthermore, it is not hard to show that the ƒlie-algebra structure induced on

the cohomology space V .A/ coincides with the one given by the Schouten–Nijenhuis
bracket [24].
Let us introduce the following sub e2 _ -coalgebra


„.A/  Fe2 _ .C .A//;
„.A/ D Fƒ2 cocomm B FƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//;

(2.11)

where
FƒcolieC .A; † Der.A// D Fƒcolie .A/ ˚ FƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//C
is the direct sum of the cofree ƒcolie-coalgebra Fƒcolie .A/ cogenerated by A and
the cofree comodule FƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//C over Fƒcolie .A/ cogenerated by Der.A/
placed in degree 1.
It is not hard to see that „.A/ consists of sums of expressions:
.1 ˝ p1 /Sjp1 j : : : .k ˝ pk /Sjpk j
(2.12)
N
where pi are monomials in .A ˚ Der.A// in which an element of Der.A/ can
appear at most once, i is an element of ƒcolie.jpi j/ and jpi j denotes the degree
of pi .
We conclude this section with the following theorem.
Theorem 3. The map m (2.8) vanishes on monomials of „.A/ which have more than
two components. Furthermore,
m.P1 P2 / D ./jP1 j ŒP1 ; P2 G ;

mhP1 ; P2 i D ./jP1 j P1  P2

(2.13)

whenever the monomial P1 P2 .resp. the monomial hP1 ; P2 i/ belongs to „.A/.
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Proof. Equation (2.13) follows easily from the degree bookkeeping and it remains to
prove that the map m (2.8) vanishes on monomials of „.A/ which have more than
two components. The latter is equivalent to the following equations
mhv; f1 ; f2 i D 0; mhf1 ; v; f2 i D mhf1 ; f2 ; vi D 0;
m.hv1 ; f i v2 / D 0;
m.vv1 v2 / D 0;

(2.14)
(2.15)
(2.16)

for all v; v1 ; v2 2 Der.A/ and f; f1 ; f2 2 A, where we use the notation
hP1 ; : : : ; Pm i;



Pi 2 C .A/

for elements in Fcolie .†1 C .A// keeping in mind the realization (1.27).
Indeed, any other higher combination will have degree < 1 while the complex

C .A/ lies in non-negative degrees. Since the map (2.8) is of degree one all these
combinations get sent to zero.
Equation (2.16) follows from Theorem 2 and the second pair of equations in (2.14)
follows from the first equation. The latter can be proved using the fact that m has to
vanish on shuffle-products (1.28).
Thus we are left with the pair of the following equations:


mhv; f1 ; f2 i D 0;

mhv1 ; f i v2 D 0:

(2.17)

Since the map m (2.8) is of degree 1 and hv; f1 ; f2 i is of degree 1 in the coalgebra
†2 Fcocomm .†1 Fcolie .†1 C .A///


we have that

mhv; f1 ; f2 i 2 C 0 .A/ D A:

Thus, using the fact that the map m (2.8) is given in terms of the brace operations
[11], [18], we conclude that the most general expression for mhv; f1 ; f2 i is
mhv; f1 ; f2 i D ˛f1 v.f2 / C ˇf2 v.f1 /;

(2.18)

where ˛; ˇ 2 K and v.  / denotes the action of the derivation on a function.
On the other hand, applying the corestriction uC  .A/ (2.7) to the equation
M 2 .hv; f1 ; f2 ; f3 i/ D 0
and using (2.13) we get
f3 mhv; f1 ; f2 imhf1 v; f2 ; f3 iCmhv; f1 f2 ; f3 imhv; f1 ; f2 f3 i D 0; (2.19)


where  denotes the cup product in C .A/.
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Due to (2.18) equation (2.19) boils down to
ˇ f2  f3  v.f1 /  ˛ f1  f2  v.f3 / D 0:

(2.20)

Since (2.20) holds for any associative algebra A the coefficients ˛ and ˇ vanish and
the first equation in (2.17) is satisfied.
Similar degree bookkeeping shows that
m.hv1 ; f i v2 / 2 C 0 .A/ D A:
Hence, the most general expression for m.hv1 ; f i v2 / is
m.hv1 ; f i v2 / D v2 .v1 .f // C v1 .v2 .f //;

(2.21)

where ; 2 K.
Applying the corestriction uC  .A/ (2.7) to the equation
M 2 .hv1 ; f i v2 v3 / D 0
and using (2.13) we get
v2 .m.hv1 ; f i v3 // C m.hŒv1 ; v2 G ; f i v3 / C m.hv1 ; v3 .f /i v2 /  .2 $ 3/ D 0:
(2.22)
Due to (2.21) equation (2.22) boils down to
 Œv2 ; v3 G .v1 .f // C v1 .Œv2 ; v3 G .f // D 0:

(2.23)

Since equation (2.23) holds for any associative algebra A the coefficients  and
necessarily vanish and the second equation in (2.17) is satisfied.
The theorem is proved.

3. The formality theorem
In this section we construct a chain of quasi-isomorphisms between the homotopy

Gerstenhaber algebra C .A/ of Hochschild cochains of a regular commutative algebra

A and the Gerstenhaber algebra V .A/ (2.9) of multiderivations of A.
First, we observe that, as in equation (1.15), the map (1.12) gives us a homotopy
morphism



C .A/ W C .A/  e2 .Fe2 _ .C .A//; M /;
(3.1)


where M is the codifferential of the coalgebra Fe2 _ .C .A// defining the homotopy

Gerstenhaber algebra structure on C .A/. Due to Proposition 3 the homotopy morphism (3.1) is a quasi-isomorphism.
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Second, Theorem 1 gives a quasi-isomorphism of DG Gerstenhaber algebras




e2 W e2 .Be2 _ .V .A/// ! V .A/;

(3.2)



where V .A/ is equipped with the vanishing differential.
Thus it suffices to connect the DG Gerstenhaber algebras


e2 .Be2 _ .V .A///
and



e2 .Fe2 _ .C .A//; M /
by a chain of quasi-isomorphisms. For this purpose we will use the sub e2 _ -coalgebra
„.A/ D Fƒ2 cocomm .FƒcolieC .A; † Der.A///


of Fe2 _ .C .A// introduced in equation (2.11).

Notice that „.A/ is also a sub e2 _ -coalgebra of Fe2 _ .V .A//. On the other hand,
due to Remark 1 after Theorem 1




Be2 _ .V .A// D Fe2 _ .V .A//
as e2 _ -coalgebras. Thus the natural question arises of whether „.A/  Fe2 _ .V .A//
is stable under the codifferential






dV  .A/ W Fe2 _ .V .A// ! Fe2 _ .V .A//

(3.3)



of Be2 _ .V .A//.
The following proposition gives the positive answer to this question.
Proposition 7. Let dV  .A/ be the codifferential of the DG e2 _ -coalgebra Be2 _ .V .A//.
Then
dV  .A/ j„.A/  „.A/:


Proof. According to the construction (see p. 26 in [12]) of the functor BO _ of the
adjunction (1.10) the proposition follows easily from the obvious inclusions

ŒDer.A/; ASN

A  Der.A/  Der.A/;
 A; ŒDer.A/; Der.A/SN  Der.A/;


where  and Œ ; SN denote the product and the Lie bracket in V .A/, respectively.
We denote the embedding of „.A/ (2.11) into the DG e2 _ -coalgebra Be2 _ .V .A//
by ,

(3.4)
W „.A/ ,! Be2 _ .V .A//:
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We will also use the same notation dV  .A/ for the restriction of the codifferential (3.3)
to „.A/.
Similarly to Proposition 7, Theorem 3 shows that the natural embedding of e2 _ coalgebras

W „.A/ ,! Fe2 _ .C .A//
(3.5)
is also compatible with the codifferentials dV  .A/ and M , where the codifferential

M on Fe2 _ .C .A// is the one corresponding to the homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra

structure on C .A/.
Thus we get the following pair of morphisms of DG e2 _ -coalgebras:








.Fe2 _ .C .A//; M /  .„.A/; dV  .A/ / ! Be2 _ .V .A//

(3.6)

Applying to (3.6) the functor e2 (1.10) we get the pair of morphisms of DG Gerstenhaber algebras:
e2 ./



e2 ./



e2 .Fe2 _ .C .A//; M /  e2 .„.A/; dV  .A/ / ! e2 .Be2 _ .V .A///: (3.7)
Combining this pair with (3.1) and (3.2) we get the following diagram of (homotopy)
morphisms of (homotopy) Gerstenhaber algebras

C .A/ /

C



.A/

/ e .Fe _ .C  .A//; M /
2
2
O
e2 ./

e2 .„.A/; dV  .A/ /

(3.8)

e2 ./

V .A/ o





e2



e2 .Be2 _ .V .A///

where dV  .A/ is the restriction of the codifferential (3.3) to „.A/.
Notice that in diagram (3.8) e2 . /, e2 . /, and e2 (1.11) are honest morphisms

of DG Gerstenhaber algebras and C .A/ is a homotopy morphism.
The main result of this paper can be formulated as follows:
Theorem 4. Let A be a regular commutative .associative/ algebra .with unit/ over a

field K of characteristic zero. If C .A/ is the normalized Hochschild cochain complex
of A,


M W Fe2 _ .C .A// ! Fe2 _ .C .A//
(3.9)


is the homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra structure on C .A/ induced by the action of
the little disk operad, „.A/ is the e2 _ -coalgebra introduced in (2.11),  and B are
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the adjoint functors (1.10), and , are embeddings defined in (3.4) and (3.5) then
(3.8) is a chain of quasi-isomorphisms of .homotopy/ Gerstenhaber algebras.


Proof. The map e2 in (3.8) is a quasi-isomorphism by Theorem 1 and C .A/ in (3.8)
is a quasi-isomorphism by Proposition 3. To prove that e2 . / is a quasi-isomorphism
we show that so is the composition e2 B e2 . /. Then the fact that e2 . / is a
quasi-isomorphism will follow from the Hochschild–Kostant–Rosenberg theorem for

C .A/ [17].
Let us consider the composition


D e2 B e2 . / W e2 .„.A/; dV  .A/ / ! V .A/:

(3.10)



This is a map of DG Gerstenhaber algebras where the algebra V .A/ (2.9) carries the
vanishing differential.
Since Der.A/ is a module over A we may regard the pair .A; † Der.A// as a
commC -algebra. Therefore, due to equation 1.29, the functor BƒcolieC of the adjunction (1.10) gives us the pair
.Bƒcolie .A/; BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//C /

(3.11)

of the DG ƒcolie coalgebra Bƒcolie .A/ and its DG comodule BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//C .
Notice that as a ƒcolie comodule BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//C / is a cofree comodule over
Bƒcolie .A/ cogenerated by Der.A/ placed in degree 1.
It is convenient to denote by BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A// the direct sum
BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A// D Bƒcolie .A/ ˚ BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//C :

(3.12)

It is easy to see that (3.12) is naturally a DG ƒcolie-coalgebra. Furthermore, since the
direct sum A˚Der.A/ carries a Lie bracket which is compatible with the product on A
and the A-module structure on Der.A/, the graded vector space BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//
is equipped5 with ƒlie-algebra structure which is compatible with the DG ƒcoliecoalgebra. Due to this fact we can apply to BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A// the functor
Bƒ2 cocomm and get the following DG e2 _ -coalgebra
Bƒ2 cocomm .BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A///:
It is not hard to see that
.„.A/; dV  .A/ / Š Bƒ2 cocomm .BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A///

(3.13)

as DG e2 _ coalgebras, where dV  .A/ is, as above, the restriction of the codifferential

of Be2 _ .V .A// to „.A/.
5
See Subsection 1.2.2 in which we give a detailed explanation of how the functor Bƒcolie can be
extended to a functor from the category of Gerstenhaber algebras to the category of DG Lie bialgebras
with Lie brackets of degree 1 and Lie cobrackets of degree 1.
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Thus our purpose is to prove that the map

(3.10),


W comm ƒlie Bƒ2 cocomm BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A// ! V .A/;

(3.14)

is a quasi-isomorphism of DG Gerstenhaber algebras.
To do this we notice that applying the functor comm to the DG ƒcolie-coalgebra
BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A// (3.12) we get the following DG Gerstenhaber algebra
comm .BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A///
with the obvious commutative product and the Lie bracket induced from
BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//.
Furthermore, there is canonical map (of DG Gerstenhaber algebras)
1W

comm ƒlie Bƒ2 cocomm BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//
! comm BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//;

(3.15)

which is obtained by applying the functor comm to the counit (1.11)
ƒlie W ƒlie Bƒ2 cocomm BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A// ! BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//:
On the other hand we can define the following map of (DG) Gerstenhaber algebras
2W



comm BƒcolieC .A; Der.A// ! V .A/:

(3.16)

As a map of commutative algebras 2 is defined by its restriction to the space
BƒcolieC .A; Der.A// of generators of comm BƒcolieC .A; Der.A//. Namely, we define 2 by setting
2 jBƒcolieC .A;Der.A//

D i B uA ˚ † Der.A/ ;

(3.17)

where uA ˚ † Der.A/ is the corestriction (1.1) from BƒcolieC .A; Der.A// to the space
of its cogenerators A ˚ † Der.A/ and i is the natural embedding6


i W A ˚ † Der.A/ ,! V .A/:
It is not hard to check that the map 2 (3.16) defined by (3.17) is compatible both with
the differentials and the Lie brackets.
Next, one can show that the map (3.14) is the composition
D
of the maps (3.15) and (3.16).
6



Recall that V .A/ D SA .† Der.A// (2.9).

2

B

1

(3.18)
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In order to prove that 1 (3.15) is a quasi-isomorphism we introduce the following
increasing filtration on the space BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//
F 0 BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//      F m BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//

 F mC1 BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//      BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//;

(3.19)

where the subspace F m BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A// is spanned by vectors
. ˝ p/Sn ;

n  m C 1;

N
where  2 ƒcolie.n/ and p is a degree n monomial in .A ˚ Der.A// in which
an element of Der.A/ can appear at most once. This filtration is obviously compatible with the algebraic structures on BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//. Furthermore, both the
codifferential and the cobracket on BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A// lower the filtration by 1.
Hence, on the associated graded space Gr.BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A/// only the structure
of a ƒlie-algebra survives, while the cobracket and the codifferential vanish.
The filtration (3.19) canonically extends to exhausting increasing filtrations on the
complexes
comm ƒlie Bƒ2 cocomm BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//
and
comm BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//:
The map 1 (3.15) is obviously compatible with the resulting filtrations. Moreover,
since the cobracket in BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A// lowers the filtration by 1 the associated
graded complexes are
Fcomm ƒlie Bƒ2 cocomm Gr.BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A///
and
Fcomm Gr.BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A///;
respectively, and the associated graded morphism
Gr. 1 / D Fcomm .ƒlie /;
where
ƒlie W ƒlie Bƒ2 cocomm Gr.BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A/// ! Gr.BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A///;
is the counit (1.11) of the adjunction (1.10), and Gr.BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A/// is viewed
as the ƒlie-algebra.
By Theorem 1, ƒlie is a quasi-isomorphism. On the other hand, the functor Fcomm
is exact since the underlying field K has characteristic zero. Thus the map 1 (3.15)
is indeed a quasi-isomorphism.
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Let us prove that the map 2 (3.16) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Due to Theorem 1 and Proposition 6 we have the quasi-isomorphism
comm W comm .Bƒcolie .A// ! A

(3.20)

of DG commutative algebras (with A carrying the vanishing differential) and the
quasi-isomorphism
commC W comm .Bƒcolie .A// ˝ BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//C ! † Der.A/

(3.21)

of the corresponding (DG) modules over the (DG) commutative algebras A and
comm .Bƒcolie .A//.
Since A is regular Der.A/ is a flat module over A. Hence the maps (3.20) and
(3.21) induce the following quasi-isomorphism of DG commutative algebras
O W Scomm .Bƒcolie .A// .comm .Bƒcolie .A// ˝ BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//C /
! SA .† Der.A//

(3.22)

On the other hand, it is obvious that the DG commutative algebra
Scomm .Bƒcolie .A// .comm .Bƒcolie .A// ˝ BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A//C /
is isomorphic to
comm .BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A///;
where the DG ƒcolie-coalgebra BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A// is defined in equation (3.12).
Thus O (3.22) is in fact a quasi-isomorphism
O W comm .BƒcolieC .A; † Der.A/// ! SA .† Der.A//:

(3.23)

It is not hard to see that O coincides with the map 2 (3.16). Hence, 2 is a quasiisomorphism.
Due to equation (3.18) the map (3.10) is a quasi-isomorphism. Hence, so is
e2 . /.
It remains to prove that e2 . / in (3.8) is a quasi-isomorphism. To prove this

fact we notice that due to the regularity of A the cohomology of C .A/ is generated


by classes of A  C .A/ and Der.A/  C .A/. The restriction of e2 . / to these

representatives in e2 .„.A/; dV  .A/ / and e2 .Fe2 _ .C .A//; M / gives the identity
map. Hence, e2 . / is a quasi-isomorphism and the theorem is proved.

4. Generalizations and applications
One can notice that the proof of Theorem 4 is based on the flatness of the module

Der.A/ over A and the fact that the cohomology of C .A/ is generated by classes of


A  C .A/ and Der.A/  C .A/.
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This observation allows us to reformulate the proof of Theorem 4 and get the
following result:


Theorem 5. If M is a smooth real manifold and D .M/ is the graded vector space of

polydifferential operators on M then the homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra on D .M/
induced by the map (2.1) is formal.

Let X be a smooth complex manifold (resp. a smooth algebraic variety over a

field K of characteristic zero) and DX be the sheaf of holomorphic (resp. algebraic)

polydifferential operators on X. Due to the map (2.1) DX is a sheaf of homotopy
Gerstenhaber algebras. Using the argument similar to the argument [29] for smooth

real manifold it is not hard to show that the sheaf of cohomology of DX is the exterior
V
V
TX of the tangent sheaf TX . The product in
TX is the ordinary exterior
algebra
product and the bracket is the Schouten–Nijenhuis bracket (see equation (3.20) on
page 50 in [5]).


Replacing A by OX , Der.A/ by TX , and C .A/ by DX in diagram (3.8) we get a
chain of homotopy morphisms between
sheaves of (homotopy) Gerstenhaber algebras
V

connecting the sheaves DX and
TX . Generalizing the proof of Theorem 4 to this
chain of morphisms we get the following theorem.


Theorem 6. The sheaf DX of homotopy Gerstenhaber algebras is homotopy equivV
TX .

alent to the sheaf of its cohomology
Let us apply this theorem and prove the last claim in paper [20]:
Corollary 2 (M. Kontsevich, [20], claim 8.4). Let X be either a smooth complex
manifold
or a smooth algebraic variety .over a field K of characteristic zero/. Let
V
TX be the exterior algebra of the tangent sheaf TX and
be the diagonal in
X  X. Then the graded commutative algebras
V

H .X;
TX /
and



ExtXX .O ; O /
are isomorphic.


Proof. First, due to Theorem 0.3 in [31] the ring ExtXX .O ; O / is isomorphic to
the hypercohomology


H .DX /
(4.1)


of the sheaf DX of polydifferential operators on X. The product on (4.1) is induced
by the ordinary cup-product of polydifferential operators
P1 [ P2 .a1 ; : : : ; ak1 Ck2 / D P .a1 ; : : : ; ak1 / Q.ak1 C1 ; : : : ; ak1 Ck2 /;

(4.2)
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where P1 (resp. P2 ) is a polydifferential operator of degree k1 (resp. k2 ).

The degree zero binary operation of the homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra on DX
induces another commutative product on the graded vector space (4.1). Let us denote
this product by [0 .
By Theorem 6 the rings


.H .DX /; [0 /
and


H .X;

V

TX /

are isomorphic. Therefore, it suffices to prove that [0 coincides with the product
induced by (4.2) on (4.1).
It is clear from the construction [23] of J. E. McClure and J. H. Smith that the degree

zero binary operation  of the homotopy Gerstenhaber algebra on DX is homotopic
to the cup-product (4.2). In other words, for every pair of polydifferential operators
P1 and P2
P1  P2 D P1 [ P2 C @‰.P1 ; P2 / C ‰.@P1 ; P2 / C .1/jP1 j ‰.P1 ; @P2 /;

(4.3)

where @ is the Hochschild coboundary operator, jP1 j stands for the degree of P1 and
‰ is a binary operation of degree 1.



Let .CL .DX /; @L C @/ be the Čech complex of the sheaf DX . Let P and Q be


cocycles in CL .DX / representing cohomology classes ŒP  and ŒQ in (4.1).
Equation (4.3) implies that
P  Q D P [ Q C @‰.P; Q/ C ‰.@P; Q/ C .1/jP j ‰.P; @Q/:
On the other hand P and Q are cocycles with respect to the differential @L C @. Hence,
L
L Q/  .1/jP j ‰.P; @Q/
P  Q D P [ Q C @‰.P; Q/  ‰.@P;
or equivalently

L
P  Q D P [ Q C .@ C @/‰.P;
Q/:

Thus the product [0 coincides with the product induced by (4.2) on (4.1) and the
corollary follows.


Remark. Notice that (4.2) equips the sheaf DX with a structure of a sheaf of DG


associative algebras. In particular, the Čech complex CL .DX / is naturally a DGA. It


is not hard to prove that the graded algebra of cohomology of CL .DX / is the graded




(commutative) algebra H .X; ^ TX /. However, the question of whether CL .DX / is
quasi-isomorphic to its cohomology is much more subtle [19]. As far as we know the
answer to this question is not yet found.
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5. Concluding remarks
We would like to mention papers [3] and [22] in which a super version of Kontsevich’s formality theorem was applied to quantum reduction. In both of these papers
the authors found an obstruction (a quantum anomaly in the terminology of [22]) to
quantization of the quotient space. Notice that the proof of Theorem 4 admits an obvious generalization to the case of a graded ring A. In particular, one can easily extend
a super version of Kontsevich’s formality quasi-isomorphism constructed in [3] to a
quasi-isomorphism of the corresponding homotopy Gerstenhaber algebras. It would
be interesting to analyze the obstruction of A. S. Cattaneo, G. Felder, S. L. Lyakhovich,
and A. A. Sharapov using the chain of quasi-isomorphisms (3.8).
We hope that the chain of quasi-isomorphisms (3.8) could be used to prove a part
of Caldararu’s conjecture formulated7 in [2].
We would like to mention that the zeroth part C 0 .A/ D A of the Hochschild
complex is essentially used in the proof of the main result. In particular, „.A/ is

the subalgebra of Fe2 _ .C .A// but not of Fe2 _ .C 1 .A//, where C 1 .A/ denotes the
truncated Hochschild complex. It would be interesting to analyze the question of
whether the truncated Hochschild complex is formal.
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